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Introduction 

 
The basis for interpreting environmental stimuli is the 

schema—thecognitive program (Ger: Weltanschauung) which acts as a 

template for perceptual experience and provides expectations and 

explanations about objects and their relations to and interactions with 

each other [2] .It is populated by or constructed of memes, [3] which are 

subjected to selection pressure by the psycho-cultural environment and 

thus are not necessarily as true as they are gratifying and popular. Just as a 

reigning intellectual paradigm defines each of our modern sciences 

(e.g., atoms in chemistry) [4], aschema defines the mental life of an 

individualby providing an intellectual frame of reference for 

information, ideas and behavior. Traceable back to Edmound Husserl’s 

phenomenological observation of the mind’s tendency to organize 

experiences, [5] like Piaget’s mental structure, [6] it comprises the 

"Cognitive map" of the individual's reality and determines his 1.) world-

view, 2.) self-concept, 3.) self-ideal and 4.) ethical convictions. 
 

While providing basic notions about principles of nature and 

theories about how the world works, the schema both fosters and 

inhibits further learning. It is particularly good at promoting learningof 

refinement, whereby established expectations are confirmed and 

reinforcedandresponses made more subtle. However, learning of novelty 

is made less probable and more difficult by preset patterns of thought 

which limit an individual's range of cognitive adjustment. Thus, the 

schema en- courages self-corrective, fine tuning of itself even in cases in 

which it remains a maladaptive beha- vioral program. 

The learning process can be broken down into two 

interrelated steps: assimilation and accommodation [7].Assimilation is 

the perception of stimuli and the incorporation of experience into an 

existing schema; it is accomplished by assigning the percept of an object 

or phenomenon to an established cognitive category as defined by the 

individual's vocabulary[1]. Accommodation is the change or 

modification of the schema due to the assimilation of new information. 

Minor adjust- ments, refinements and modifications of the schema are 

very common and occur with little or no awareness or emotion. The 

resulting schema is the individual's reorganization of his experience into 

a system which provides both predictability of events and a sound basic 

strategy for successful behavior. 
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Abstract 

The brain of an infant may be the blank tablet envisaged by Locke, [1] but as it is shaped by both experience 

and language it develops into the mind of an adult. As the character of the maturing individual becomes defined, 

the mind shapes experiences decreasingly according to immediate stimuli themselves and increasingly 

according to linguistic interpretations of and emotional reactions to perceptions. Thus, the environment does 

not dictate human behavior but provides a context for its expression. 
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